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About Anna Valley

Anna Valley is your team of audio-visual experts.
We supply both rental and permanent installation
services to the live event, broadcast and
entertainment industries.
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But we provide much more than technical
equipment; we’ve earned our reputation for
outstanding support and inventive use of technology
by bringing innovation into the projects we’ve
delivered over the last three decades.
We deliver spectacular shows. Our audio-visual
team supports global music tours, exhibitions,
conferences, live shows and every kind of event
for some of the biggest venues and brands in the
world - equipped with state-of-the-art equipment
and underpinned by extensive R&D. We also
create the dynamic backdrops to the most popular
television variety and news programmes and deliver
immersive environments and innovative filming
techniques for feature and advertising productions.

“

This partnership offers organisers
and their exhibitors, of every event
within our venue, access to this
industry leading AV technology
company – which can bring innovation,
experience and all the kit, to help
deliver those amazing, memorable
moments to visitors.
Jeremy Rees,
Chief Executive Officer
ExCeL London

Anna Valley at
ExCeL London

We’re no strangers to ExCeL. Our on-site team has twenty years of
experience at the venue, and the Anna Valley Group has been the technical
supplier for one of ExCeL’s biggest annual conferences since 2013.
Our partnership with the venue means that we’re very familiar with the space
and perfectly positioned to provide comprehensive technical support to event
organisers and exhibitors. Our technicians, project managers and account
managers are on site and part of the ExCeL team. Together, we form your
extensive network of event professionals, collaborating to deliver the best
experience possible for your exhibitors and attendees.
Organisers hosting world-leading events at ExCeL have access to best in
class technical and set project design, delivery and service.

“

The VEI Virtual & Hybrid Event Awards needed
a venue and technical partner that had
international status, event industry credentials
and the facilities and infrastucture to deliver
a top class production. ExCeL and Anna
Valley delivered on all counts. The support
and expertise were exceptional and greatly
contributed to the success of the event.
Simon Burton,
Co-Founder & Director
Virtual Event Institute

The benefits of working with
ExCeL’s audio-visual partner

Working with Anna Valley provides a number
of unique advantages for event organisers and
exhibitors holding events at ExCeL London;
We’re the only AV provider that can offer
extended and out-of-hours access.
We’ve been chosen following ExCeL’s rigorous
partner selection process, so you know you’re
in good hands.
Our team is part of the ExCeL family.
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We’re very familiar with the venue.
Our onsite offices and storage facilities provide
easy access and instant response.

Our expertise
We’re passionate about delivering unique and engaging experiences
for your audiences, providing concept-to-completion technical design
and delivery. Some of our specific areas of expertise include.
Virtual and hybrid events
With our heritage in broadcast and reputation for providing live event and entertainment technology, we’re ideally
suited to help event organisers reinvent your physical shows as digital experiences. We’ve partnered with ExCeL
London to create a hybrid event studio at the venue and can supply tailored solutions designed around your
unique requirements. By combining LED backdrops, powerful graphic capabilities and broadcast production
techniques, we create unique virtual environments that engage and entertain online and in-person audiences.
Video
Whether you’re looking to impress with a large-scale LED video wall or keep your keynote audience engaged
with repeater screens and image magnification, we can design and deliver a visual solution to meet your brief.
Audio delivery
We’re specialists in audio for discreet conferencing, award ceremonies and live events where high-quality, reliable
audio delivery is critical. We deliver sound designed around your event’s unique requirements at ExCeL London.
Setting the scene
From simple stages that elevate your content to spectacular sets that steal the show, we work with your
design team and provide the complete build to realise your creative vision. Our sympathetic and creative
lighting design and management completes the picture, setting the visual tone for your event.
Interactive Content
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Create that “next level” experience for your attendees with interactive displays and immersive environments
that are engaging, memorable and sharable. We partner with the leading technology product suppliers to
develop innovative solutions for events.

Don’t take our
word for it...

“

The Anna Valley
team have always
been creative and
thrown themselves at
anything we come up
with. They’re one of
the biggest and best
providers in the industry
and they’re professionals
in the video world.

Thank you for your
tireless energy and
dedication to achieving
excellence, for your
patience and flexibility,
and for your incredible
knowledge and talent.
We LOVE working with
you guys !

PDS Director, James Johnson

Chrome Productions,
Sotheby’s online auction

Lush Annual Summit

Joel Mishcon, Founder and CEO

Because so much
money was at stake we
had to examine, question
and back up everything
in enormous detail
and the preproduction
process was really indepth. Anna Valley were
excellent in answering
the questions, working
through problems,
identifying where there
might be potential issues
and overcoming them –
and doing it effortlessly.
Jamie Simon, Director
and Head of Events

Banana Split,
Goodings hybrid events

Contact
Website: www.annavalley.co.uk
Email: excel@annavalley.co.uk
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Telephone: 0208 941 1000

